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SUFFIXES 

THE importance of Suffixes in the formation of the Turkish vocabulary needs 
no explanation, and nearly every Turkish grammar contains lists of the Suffs. 
(excluding declensional and conjugational Suffs.) used to form derived words. 
There are, for example, extensive 1is.t~ in v. G., ATG, paras. 44 to 167 and 
Brockelmann, paras. 20 to 121 and 148 to 176. I included such a list in Studies, 
pp. 143 ff. and made sope  corrections and additions to it in Three Notes on 
Early Turkish, Turk Dili Aragtlrmalarl Y1111&, 1966, pp. I ff. The  following is a 
more complete list of the Suffs. identified in this dictionary. I t  is divided into 
five parts, each arranged in a reversed alphabetical order from the last letter 
backwards. The  first two parts contain the Suffs. attached to Nouns (including 
under this heading all words which are not Verbs) and Verbs respectively to 
form derived Nouns, and the next two parts the Suffs. attached to Nouns and 
Verbs respectively to form derived Verbs. T h e  fifth is a list of Noun endings, 
which are not technically Suffs., since if they are removed what is left is not 
a recognizable Turkish word, but are found at the end of a sufficient number of 
Nouns with similar meanings to suggest that they form a class of some sort. 
Two of these endings are known Iranian Suffs., and the words to which they are 
attached must be Iranian loan-words. Some other endings are not recognizably, 
or even probably, foreign and seem to go back to a period far beyond our ken, 
when the Turkish vocabulary was being built up by methods which have long 
since been forgotten. Between these two classes are some endings which might 
be, but are not necessarily, foreign. I t  is noticeable that there is a high proportion 
of names of animals, insects, and plants in words with these endings. 

I t  should be noted that, although there is commonly supposed to be a clear 
distinction between Denominal and Deverbal Suffs.. the division is not at all 
clear cut; several Suffs. which might be regarded as properly Den., like -cl:, 
-duruk, also occasionally occur as Dev. Suffs., and the Dev. Suff. -ma:k 
occasionally as a Den. Suff. 

scattered through K*. are several remarks on the functions of some of these 
Suffs.; the relevant references are given in the lists below. 

The concept of Active, Passive, Transitive, and Intransitive Verbs is a familiar 
one in all grammars; in Turkish the same terms must necessarily also be applied 
to N.s and N./A.s, since, for example, Dev. N.A.s like smuk (an- -uk) 'broken', 
kaqiirme: (k6giir- -me:) 'travelling (stove)', and C~idiit (&d- -iit) 'hearing' can 
be translated only by Participles. 

The word 'dominant' applied to a Suff. beginning with a vowel means that 
this vowel is an integral part of the Suff. and if the word to which it is attached 
ends in a vowel it is the latter that is elided, e.g. tarmut (tarnz(a:-) -ut). 

When a Suff. consisting of, or beginning with, a vowel is attached to a Dis. or 
Dis.V. ending in a consonant the second vowel of the V. is usually, but not 
always, elided, e.g. adrl: (ad(z)r-I:), but biriki: (birik-i:). 



XI SUFFIXES 

It should be noted that when a Suff. beginning with +/-g- is attached to a 
word ending with -n  the two sounds are comhined as -I)-, e.g. yagak(yan-iak) 
and that when such a Suff. is attached to a word ending in -91-8 or -k  in both 
cases the two sounds are combined as -kk-, which became in practice -k-, e.g. 
baku: (bak-ju:), t iken (tik-gen), yaku: (yg-in:). 

I .  N O M I N A L  S U F F I X E S  

(a) D E N O M I N A L  (Den. N.) 

-$a: about half a dozen words carry this Suff., which is more in the nature of an 
Equative Case-ending than a Suff. Most arc Advs., like anca:, but at least 
one, barqa: is used as a N./A. The Dim. Suff. -qa:/-qe:, which did not 
appear till the medieval period, was borrowed from Pe. 

-ke: Dim. Suff., only(?) in sigirke:, yipke:, perhaps a crasis of -kiiie:. 
-1a:-le: very rare; forms Advs. in ayla:, tunle:, and perhaps blrle:, and Adjs. 

in korkle:/kortle: if these are not I.-W.S. 
-klfia:/kiiie: Dim. Suff.; very rare. 
-m:/-re: forms Loc. Advs., e.g. iqre: 'inside, within'; very rare. 
-ya:/ye: only in bCrye:, ylrya:, prob. Sec. f. of -ra:/-re:. 
-cl:/-~i: forms N.Ag.s; see Kaf. I1 48; very common. 
-nq.t:/-ngi: See -ng. 
-t~:/-ti: forms Advs. from Adjs., e.g. eclgii:ti:; very rare; ? also a Dev. Suff. 
-nti: forms an Ordinal, only in Bkkinti: 'second'; perhaps an earlier form of 

-nq. 
-tirti:/-tiirti:, etc. forms Loc. Advs., e.g. i ~ t i r t i :  which is practically syn. W. 

iqre: ; very rare. 
-kl:/-ki: forms N.1A.s describing position in time or space, e.g. agnu:ki: 'for- 

mer'; uze:ki: 'situated on or above'; fairly common in the early period; later 
the practice grew up of attaching this Suff. only to words in the Loc., e.g. 
evdeki: 'in the house'. 

-du: dubious; only(?) in kardu:  which might be a Dev. N. 
-&I:/-gii very rare as a Den. Suff.; forms A.N.s like bnqgii:, Conc. N.s like 

tuzgu:, and Adj.s like bugra:gu:; also a Dev. Suff. 
-a:&:/-e:gii: dominant; forms Collectives, usually fr. Numerals e.g, iiqe:gii: 

'three together', but see also iqe:gu:, yiize:gii:. t 

-gu: only(?) in esrigii: syn. W. esri :  'dappled'; also a Dev. Suff., but this word 
can hardly be a Dev. N./A. 

-ru:/-rii: Directive Suff. meaning 'towards'; very rare; syn, W. -garu:/-gerii:. 
- lam:/-geru:  Directive Suff. like -ru:/-ru:; hardly to be explained as that 

Suff. attached to the Dat., since it is attested in dialects earlier than those in 
which the Dat. Suff. -ka:/-ke: became -ga:/-ge:; rather rare. 

-layu:/-leyii: meaning 'like', e.g. biirileyii: 'like a wolf'; properly Ger. in 
-U:/-U: fr. a Den. V. in -1a:-l-le:-, but usually the only recorded form of the 
V. concerned. 



S U F F I X E S  xli 

-g (after vowels) 1-a$/-ed-l$/-ig (after consonants) Dim. Suff. ; very rare, esp. 
the last two. 

-gag, etc. function obscure; only(?) in odgug, kugfgag, and perhaps siigig; 
also a Dev. Suff. 

-1eq certainly Turkish in iigleq; otherwise see List 111. 
-ng/-mq/-ins/-ungl-iiq the ordinary early Suff. of Ordinals; replaced in the 

medieval period by -np:/-ngi:, etc.; see also -nti:. 
(F) -t a Sogdian Plur. Suff. found in tegit, t a rxa t  Plurs, of tegin, tarka:n 

which are prob. very old I.-w.s. 
(-ta:g/-teg in words lik antag 'thus' is not a Suff. but the Postposition te:g P fused W. the stem of o .) 
-lig/-lig/-lug/-lug forms Poss. N./A.s, see Kaj. 1500; very common. 
-S@/-sig forms N.1A.s meaning 'resembling (something)' and the like; pro- 

perly Dev. N.1A.s in -21-g fr. Simulative Den. V.s in -M:-/-si:-, but the 
actual V s  are seldom recorded; rare. 

-k/ (after vowels and -r) -ak/-ek (the normal forms) 1-lk/-ikl-uk/-iik (all 
rare) usually forms Dim. N.s, but also less restricted words like or tuk;  fairly 
common. 

-say-gek forms Conc. N.s, usually N.I.s, e.g. agirgak 'spindle-whorl'; rare. 
-suk/-qiik as correctly stated in Kaf. 111 226 forms Dim. N.s, but generally W. 

a metaph. sense; e.g. baka: 'frog', b a k a : p k  'muscle'; very rare in the early 
period, later became the commonest Dim. Suff. 

-dak/-dek and also(?) -duk/-duk both very rare W. uncertain functions, see 
bagirdak, beliMek, burunduk; in the last perhaps a crasis of -dumb;  
beligdek might be a Dev. N./A. in -k  fr. a Den. V. in -de:- fr. belig. 

-ga:k/-ge:k usually forms Conc. N.s, e.g. egek, kidizge:k, muguzge:k, 
yagak; very rare, but a common Dev. Suff. 

-2uk dubious, only(?) in gamguk; commoner as a Dev. Suff. 
-Ilk/-Hk/-lukl-liik usually forms A.N.s, but quite often Conc. N.s; its various 

usages are analysed in Kaf. I 505 ; 5 10-1 1. 

-mak/-rnek forms Conc. N.s, e.g. kogiizmek, but the connection W. the basic 
N. is sometimes tenuous; very rare, but common as a Dev. Suff. 

-muk/-a:muk forms N.s some of which seem to be pejorative, e.g. kara:muk, 
so1a:muk; very rare. 

-6ak perhaps Dim.; only(?) in baka:iiak 'the frog in a horse's hoof'. 
-rak/-rek forms Comparative Adjs. ; common. 
-duruk/-diiriik usually forms N.s describing pieces of equipment, e.g. 

boyunduruk 'yoke'; rather rare; also a Dev. Suff. 
-sa:k/-se:k properly Dev. N./A. fr. a Den. V. in -sa:-1-se:- but the V. itself 

is sometimes not recorded; very rare attached to basic N.s, e.g. tavarsa:k, 
less rare attached to Dev. N.s in -g, etc., e.g. barigsa:k; see Kq. I zq;  11 
55-6. 

-suk/-suk function obscure; forms Conc. N.s, e.g. ilersuk, bagirsuk, 
s q a r s u k  and N.I.s, e.g. tagsuk; perhaps Dev. Suff. in -uk/-iik fr. Simu- 
lative Den. V s  in -m-1-si:-. 
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-~1l/-qiI forms N.1A.s of addiction, e.g. igqil 'sickly' fr. i:g 'disease'; rare. 
-&l/-gil (a) attached to Numerals, e.g. iiqgil 'triangular'; ( b )  otherwise forms 

N.1A.s relating to colour or shape, e.g. bavgil, ta rg l l ,  klrgil ,  yipgil, yal&l; 
rare; also Dev. Suff. 

-s11 in a r s d ,  syn. W. a:r, 'auburn'; prob. a Dev. h'.jA. in -11 fr. a Simulative 
Den. V. in -M:-; the alternative spelling arsal is i~uprobable; both words are 
I-bp. leg. 

-1m1-im forms Conc. N.s, only(?) in e l l r im,  b a r ~ m ;  a common Dev. Suff. 
-dam/-dem forms N.1A.s meaning 'resembling (something)', e.g. t eg r idem 

'god-like'; rare. 
-am/-em/-un an obsolete Plur. Suff. (see I i q .  176 ) ;  only(?) in oela:n, ere:n, 

bodun, and perhaps oze:n. 
-qin/-qin function obscure; only(?) in b a l l k q ~ n ,  kokqinjkiikgin. 
-ttn/-tun/-din/-dun, etc. a Loc. Suff., e.g. tagttn 'outside'; to be distinguished 

fr. the partially homophonous Abl. Suff. 
-&~:n/-ge:n forms Conc. N.s W. a more restricted meaning than the basic N.; 

e.g. a rpaga:n ,  temi i rgen;  very rare; also a Dev. Suff. and an Ending. 
-gun/-a:&n etc. (also -gem in yettige:n) forms Collectives, e.g. a lkugun,  

kadna:gun, keligiin; very rare; cf. -a:gu:/-e:gii:. 
-ka:n/ke:n forms an Adj. in tegri:ken 'devout', and Temporal Advs, in 

amt lkan ,  a n ~ a & n q a k a n ;  very rare; also an Ending. 
(-man)/-men function obscure in (PU) kukmen ,  kiizmen; in T u r k m e n  

prob. a corruption of Pe. Suff. -mand 'resembling'; also a Dev. Suff. 
-sin. See -ch. 
-&/-ii9 ~ d j .  Suff. in yklig 'windy'; Dim. Suff. in k i i l i i ~  'puddle'; also a Dev. 

Suff. 
-daq/-dug, etc. forms Conc. N.s only(?) in o tug ,  uldag, and perhaps izdeg. 
-m/-er  (also - r e r  in ikkirer)/-qar/-ger (after vowels) forms Distributives after 

Numerals, e.g. b i r e r  'one each', and Adjs of quantity, e.g. a z a r  'a few each'; 
very rare; also a Dev. and Conjugational Suff. 

-g/-~gl-ug, etc. function obscure; see odiig, bagrg, 2 b a : ~ ,  kokig; very rare; 
also a Dev. Suff. 

- d a : ~ / - d e : ~  forms N.s of Association indicating that two persons have a com- 
mon possession of some kind, e.g. k a d a : ~  'kinsman', yCrde:$ 'compatriot'; 
see Kaj. 1406.  It has been plausibly suggested that this Suff. is a crasis of 
the Loc. Suff. -da:l-de: and Q:$ 'companion'. Rather rarc. 

-mlg\-mig only in a l tmig ,  ybtrnig 'sixty, sel-cnty', a common Conjugational 
Suff. 

-gey only(?) in kiiqgey 'violent' fr. kii:q 'violence'. 
-z demonstrably a Den. N. Suff. only in bkkiz 'twin' fr. kkki:; also a Dev. 

Suff. and an Ending. 
(-tiiz in kiintuz, q.v., is pmb. a separate word not a Suff., cf. -ta:g.) 
-s~z/-siz/-suz/-siiz forms Priv. N.1A.s connoting the non-possession of a 

thing, quality, etc.; the opposite of -112, etc.; cognate to the Den. V. Suff. 
-Slra:-, etc.; very common. 
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(b )  D E V E R B A L  (Dev. N.s) 

-a:/-e:/-I:/-i:/-u:/-ii taken together fairly common; there isno discoverable rule 
prescribing which Suff. should be attached to any given V., all being attached 
to V s  with unrounded and with rounded vowels; when one is attached to a V. 
ending in a vowel a euphonic -y- is inserted, e.g. u1a:yu:. Usually forms 
Advs., less often Conjunctions, like otru:, Postposns. like tapa:, Conc. N.s 
like oprl:, adrl:, A.N.s like 3 kBce: or Adjs. like egri:, koni:. 

-&:I-ge: forms Adjs., e.g. k ~ s g a : ;  N./A.s, usually Active, e.g. oge:, bilge:; 
and N.s either 1ntransce.g. k6li:ge: or Pass., e.g. tilge:; rare and obsolescent; 
also an Ending. 

-ma:l-me: forms Pass. N.s and N.1A.s; fairly commcn;-itsuse as an ordinary 
Dev. N., N.Ac., etc., prevalent in Osm., did not develop till the medieval 
period. 

-$jma:/-gme: properly a Conjugational Suff.; occasionally forms N.s like 
tanlgma:  'riddle'. 

-qi:/-qi: forms N.Ag.s, e.g. ota:ci:, ok1:p:; common Den. Suff., very rare as a 
Dev. Suff. 

-gu:~i:/-gii:qi: properly a Conjugational Suff., see Kq. 11 49, but occasionally 
forms N.Ag.s, e.g. aygu:qi, bitigii:qi:. 

-di:/-di:, etc. a common Conjugational Suff., sometimes used to form Pass. 
N./A.s, usually attached to Refl. V s ,  e.g. iidrundi:, occasionally to basic V.s, 
e.g. tigdi:, alka:ds:, sokti:. 

-tl:/-ti: different fr. the foregoing; used to form Advs., e.g. arltr:, uza:tl:, 
tuke:ti:; very rare; also a Den. Suff. 

-p:/-qii: forms Pass. N./As; attached only to Refl. f s ;  syn. W. -dl:, etc.; rare. 
-du:, etc. in egdu:, umdu:,  siiktii: seems to be a Sec. f, of d~ : .  
-&:l-gii: properly a Conjugational Suff. but forms a good many N.s and N./As; 

rather more than half are N.I.s, e.g. bi1e:gii: 'whetstone'; most of the remain- 
der are Conc. N.s, e.g. kedgu: 'clothing'; the rest are miscellaneous, e.g. 
02la:gu: 'gently nurtured'; it appears in crasis in words like ertigii: and 
yaku:. 

(-yu:, etc.; see -a:, etc.) 
-G forms ordinary N.Ac.s, N./A.S.s, etc.; attached only to Refl. f.s (and tin-); 

prob. a crasis of -iq etc. which seems not to be attached to Refl. f.s in the early 
period ; common. 

-ga:q/-geq only(?) in bosgeq, a Conc. N., and kisgaq, a N.I. in the early 
period but commoner later; perhaps merely a Sec. f. of -&I$. 

-&/-&$G normally forms N.I.s, e.g. blqguq; rare; also a Den. Suff. 
-ma~J-meq forms names of foodstuffs, e.g. tu tmaq;  rare. 
-t (only after -r-)/-ut/-iit dominant; forms N.Ac.s, A.N.s, and Conc. N.s which 

are usually Active; rare. 
-gut/-giit usually describes persons, e.g. alpa:gut, urugut ,  baya:gut, and 

(etymologically obscure) ura:gut; also forms A.N.s, etc. in ogiit, Capgut, 
krzgut, etc.; very rare and obsolescent. 
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-g / -~g / - jg / -ug / - i ig  the commonest Dev. Suff. ; forms a wide range of Dev. 
N.s and N./A.s, N.Ac.5, etc.; see K q .  126-7. 

-q~s/ -c ig  forms Intrans. and Pass. N.1A.s; attached only to Refl. f.s; perhaps a 
crasis of -~slg/-qsig,  in which case the words concerned are N.1A.s in -Ei, fr. 
Simulative V s  in -sI:-14:- fr. Dev. N.s in -G. 

-k (after vowels and -r-)/-ak/-ek/-~k/-ik of these -k is rather common, the 
rest rather rare. Practically syn. W. -2; there does not seem any discoverable 
rule for deciding which Suff. should be used, but on the whole most words 
ending in -g, etc. are N.s and most words ending in -k, etc. are N./A.s, but 
it also forms A.N.s, e.g. emge:k, k lhk ;  Conc. .N.s, €.g. kesek, and N.I.s, 
e.g. b q a k .  See Kq. 127.  

-uk/-uk (-ok/-ok) dominant (e.g. in a g r u k ,  esriik); usually forms Intr. or 
Pass. N.1A.s; also a few Pass. N.s, e.g. buyruk ,  kopiik, koliik. Common. 

-qak/-qek and -pk / -quk  not direct variants since the first is also attached to 
V.s containing rounded vowels and the second to V s  containing unrounded 
vowels; the semantic difference may be the same as that between -ak  and -uk. 
Both form Conc. N.s and N.1.s; rare. Also a Den. Suff. 

-dak/-dek it is doubtful whether this is a Dev. as well as a Den. Suff., but 
ordek looks more like a Dev. N. than a Den. N. 

-duk, etc. properly a Conjugational form (Perfect Participle, etc.) but K-a$. I 
65 may well be right in defining a g d u k  as a Dev. N./A. W. this Suff. 

-Ea:k/-ge:k usually forms N./A.s connoting habitual or repeated action; also 
a few Conc. N.s, e.g. iggek, kudur$ja:k, and N.I.s, e.g. bi&a:k, targa:k 
W. the same connotation implied; cf. -8a:nl-ge:n. 

-guk/-guk forms Conc. N.s and some N.1.s; rare. 
-ma:k/-me:k properly the Infinitive Suff., but also used to form a few Conc. . 

N.s, e.g. qakma:k, and, with vocalic assimilation, iigriimuk. 
-duruk/-djiruk forms N.s describing pieces of equipment, e.g. tizildiiriik; 

very rare; also a Den. Suff. 
-slk/-sik forms N.Ac.s, usually Intrans.; properly the Suff. -k attached to a 

Simulative V. in -W-1-si:-, but the V.s themselves are not noted; rare. 
-yuk/-yiik properly a Conjugational Suff., see v. G. ATG, para. 218, but forms 

some Intrans. N.1A.s; note the -n-y- crasis in bulgafiuk, etc.; rare. 
-1 (after vowels)/-ll/-il forms N.1A.s usually Intrans. or Pass.; rare. 
-&l/-gil in klzgll relates, like the Den. Suff., to colour; in b@ll forms a N.I.; 

yery rare. 
-m/-am/-im/-uml-iim properly describes a single action, e.g. o l u m  'death' 

(you can only die once) or iqim 'a single drink', but sometimes used less pre- 
cisely as a N.Ac. or Conc. N.; common. 

-n/-en-(?only in evren,  tevren) 1-in/-in/-un/-un partially dominant, see, 
e.g. uzun, tuti in fr. uza:-, tute:-, but after vowels -n is more usual; forms 
N.1A.s and Conc. N.s, usually Intrans.; not very common. 

-2a:nl-gem properly a Conjugational form, Present Participle, but, at any rate 
in K q . ,  connoting repeated or habitual action, see Kq. 1 24; 11 53; fairly 
common; cf. -ga:k/-ge:k; also a Den. Suff. and Ending. 
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-gm/-gin (after unrounded vowels) 1-gun/-giin (after rounded vowels) forms 
N.s and N./A.s, usually Intrans. or Pass.; not very common; -gun/-giin also 
a Den. Suff. 

-ma:n/-me:n forms N.1.s; very rare; also a Den. Suff. 
-g/-ag (in qalag)/-Ug (in burup)  very rare; the full phonetic range is prob. 

wider; forms N.s and N./A.s, exact function obscure. 
-gag only( ?) in ayanqag; perhaps connotes habitual action. 
-ar/-er/-lr/-ir/-ur/-ur properly an Aor. Participial Suff. ; forms a few N.s and 

N.1A.s. 
- m u r  only( ?) in yagmur/and perhaps c a s m u r .  
-S only(?) in ales;  ? Sec. f. of -z. 
-gas only(?) in b y g a s ;  perhaps Sec. f. of -8aq. 
-g/-~g/-191-ug/-ug there are perhaps two different series here, cf. -k, etc. and 

-uk/-iik; in some cases a vowel is followed by -g but in others the -19, etc. 
are dominant, e.g. a l k q ,  uliig,arvig, busug,  fr. a1ka:-,ule:-,arva:-,busa:-, 
and, although these words are N.Ac.s, in some cases, e.g. u r u g k t t i n g  one 
another', the action is reciprocal, in others, e.g. a@$ 'rising' it is neutral or 
at most co-operative; cf. the Dev. V. Suff. -S-, etc. The connotation of 'a way 
of (doing something)', prevalent in Osm., is unknown in the early period. 
Common. 

-21-~z/-iz/-uz/-uz forms N.s and N./A.s, usually Intrans. or Pass., but precise 
function obscure; it is doubtful whether 1 i5:z and u z  should be regarded as 
Dev. N.s fr. 6:- and U:- as Bang suggested; very rare and obsolescent. 

-duz forms an Intrans. N./A.; only( 7) in munduz.  

H. V E R B A L  S U F F I X E S  

(a) DENOMINAL (Den. V.s) 

-a:-/-e:-/-1:-1-i:-1-U:-/-ii:- the first two fairly common, the rest rare; attached 
only to consonants; prob. the oldest Den. V. Suff., forms Intrans. and less 
often Trans. V s ;  see K q .  I 20. 

-da:-/-de:-/-ta:-/te:- rare and attached only to a limited range of consonants, 
forms only(?) Trans. V.S. 

-ka:-/-ke:- very rare; only(?) in irtnqke:- and yar1tka:-, and, in the Refl. f., 
agr lkan-  ; in the last two the -k- is a crasis of -gk-. 

-1rka:-1urka:-, etc. function obscure, very rare; see tag1rka:-, tsoyorka:-, 
and, in the Refl. f., alptrkan-, iizirken-; see the Dev. Suff. -1rkan-. 

-1a:-/-1e:- attached to all vowels and consonants; forms Trans. and Intrans. 
V.s; when attached to the names of parts of the body means 'to strike-on the 
. . .'; see Kq. 1 2 2 ;  much the commonest Den. Suff. 

-ra:-/-re:- a very rare Sec. f. of -1a:-1-1e:-, e.g. kekre:-, kiikre:-. 
-stra:-/-sire:- forms Priv. Den. V.s meaning 'to be without, or deprived of, 

something', e.g. assire:-; cognate to the Den. N. Suff. -$U, etc.;. rare and 
obsolescent. 
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-M:-l-se:- forms Desid. Den. V.s; fairly common; these V.s form two classes: 
( I )  those derived fr. basic N.s, e.g. evse:- 'to long for home'; (2) those derived 
fr. N.Ac.s, e.g. bar&a:- 'to wish to go'. Also a Der. Suff., cqually common; 
in Kaj. 1281, 1 1  it is said that barsa:- is permissible, but ba r~ksa : -  the more 
usual form. See also I 279 ff. 

-11:- (-1i:-) very rare Sec, f. of -la:-/-le:-, e.g. tum11:-. 
-M:-14:- forms Simulative Den. Vs ,  e.g. apgsl : - ;  very rare in the basic f. 

but sce -sin-/-sin-; sec K-of. 1282; also a Dev. Suff. 
-d- (after vowels)/a:d-l-e:d- (after consonants) these \'.S arc usually Intrans. 

and mean 'to be, or become (something)', but occasionally Trans., e.g. 
k6ze:d-; as in the Perf. the -g- merged with the Suff. -tl:/-ti: and became 
-ttl:/-tti:, Kq. erroneously indexed some of these V.s W, final -t- but it is 
unlikely that this was the pronunciation except in the I'erf. 

-it- ( ?  -id-) the nature of this Suff. in togit-  and teri t-  is obscure. 
-k- (only after vowels)/-lk-l-ik-l-uk-/-uk- forms Intrans., and occasionally 

Pass., V s ;  see Kaf. 1 2 0 ;  11 118, 165; rather common. 
-1- forms Intrans. V.s, e.g. tusui-;  very rare; also a Dev. Suff. 
-sm-/-sin- the Refl. f. of -sl:-l&:- forming Intrans. Simulative V.s; rare when 

attached to basic N.s, e.g. nlu&ln-, but fairly common when attached to 
N.S.A.s in -m, etc., e.g. alirnsln- translated in Kaf. I 7.0 'to pretend to take, 
without actually taking'; see also II 202, 259; there are several hybrid forms 
likc begimsin- in which -im- is inserted between the basic N. and the Suff. 

-r- (after vowels) /-ar-/-er- (the ordinary form after consonants) I-lr-/-h 
(very rare, after Dis. N.s in which the second vowel, -1-l-i-, is elided, e.g. 
kurglr-  fr. ku r t s )  forms Intrans. V.s; see K q .  N 163; fairly common. 

-&X-l-ger-1-kar- (after -) l(-ker-9) normally forms Trans. V.;, occasionally 
Intrans. ; fairly common. 

-81r-l-gir- forms Inchoative V s  meaning 'almost to do (something); to be on 
the point of doing (something)', (see Raj .  I 1  zoo, which relates to Dev. V.s); 
e.g. t a z g ~ r - ,  t o z g ~ r ;  very rare; also a Dev. Suff. 

-8- identical W. the Dev. Suff. -S-, etc.; noted only in arkng-. 

( b )  D E V E R B A L  (Dev. V.s) 

-sr\:-l-se:- forms Desid. V s ;  see K q .  1 2 1 ;  also a Den. Suff.; fairly common. 
-sl:-l-si:- forms Simulative Vs ,  e.g. emsi:-; very rare; also a Den. Suff. 
-p- l'rans, and prob. Emphatic in to:&, ko:d-, yo:d-, yiid-. 
-t- (after vowels and -r-) 1-it-l-it/-ut-l-iit- the only common Suff. of Caus. 

V.s fr. basic V.s ending in vowels; the other forms are rather rare. See Kaf. I 
20. 

-k- (after vowels and -r-)l-lk-1-ik-1-uk-l-iik- when attached to Intrans. V.s 
intensifies the meaning, e.g. a:G- 'to be hungry'; aqlk- 'to be famished', see 
K f i ~ .  1 zo; when attached to Trans. V.s forms either Pass. V.s, e.g. San$- 'to 
rout'; sanglk- 'to be routed'; or Intrans. V.s, e.g. bol- 'to divide, separate' 
('l'rans.); boliik- 'to separate, part' (Intrans.); rather rare. 

- t~k- l -duk-  forms Emphatic Pass. Vs ,  only(?) in bulduk-, bastlk-. 
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-sik-l-sik-/-suk-/-siik- forms Emphatic Pass. V s ,  e.g. bil- 'to know'; 
bilsik- 'to be well known, notorious'; see K 4 .  I zr ; N 138, 237; rare. 

-I-l-11-lil-l-ul-l-ul- the normal Suff. for Pass. \;.S; see Kq. I 2 1  ; II 138,237; 
very common. 

-n-l-m-l-in-l-un-/-h- forms Refl. V.s, which acc. to Kaf. had four shades of 
meaning 'to do something to oneself, for oneself, or by onesclf; or pretcnd to 
do something but not actually do it' (the last practically unknown elsewhere); 
it was also used to form Intrans. and sometime Pass. V.s fr. Trans.; see Kq. 
I z r , I I  168, 254; very common. 

-irkan-l-irken- in isirken-, klsirkan-;  function obscure; see Den. ?Suff. 

-r- (in one or two V s ,  urper- ,  k u r ~ r ,  yClpir-, etc.)/-q~r-/-qir- (in tamqlr-  
kulqir-)I-&--/-&- (perhaps occasionally -8ur-/-@I--; rare) /-sir- (in 
kulsir-) all form Inchoative V s ;  see the Den. Suff. -5ir-l-gir-. 

(ar-)/-er-l-ur-l-iir-, attached only to consonants, the first two very rare, the 
second two fairly common, form Caus. V s ,  see Kq. 11 87, 199. 

-dur-/-dur-l-tur-/-tur-, attached only to consonants, the commonest Suff. 
for forming Caus. V s ;  see Kaf. 120; 11 197. 

-&W-l-gur- attached only to a limited range of consonants, forms Caus. V s ;  
see K4. 11 198; rather rare. 

-gu r - l -~ur -  (occasionally in the Sec. f. -qur-l-cur-) is not a primary Suff. but 
a combination of -9- and -ur-, the preceding vowel often being elided, e.g. 
tap-, tapig-, tapgur-. 

-8- (only after vowels)/-19 -1-ig -1-ug -1 -ug- forms Co-operative and Reciprocal 
V s  which, according to Kaf., meant 'to do (something) together (with a Plur. 
Subject); to do (something) in every part (with a Sing. Subject); to do (some- 
thing) to one another (with a Plur. Subject); to help (someone Dat.) to do 
(something Acc.); to compete with (birle:, someone) in doing (something 
Acc.). N. See Knf. 1 2 0 ;  11 113 ff., 225; common. 

-uz-/-iiz- (dominant, e.g. tute:  -, tutuz-)l-duz-/-diiz-/-&z- I-guz- form 
Caus. V s ;  obviousIy cognate to -ur-, etc. (cf. -siz, -sirs:-); acc. to Kaj. 11 
87 -duz- was an Okuz Suff.; see also 11 164; all rare in the early period; 
became commoner, and in some languages almost standard, in the later 
period. 

E N D I N G S  

-ga:/-ge, which was a rare and obsolescent Dev. N. suffix, also appears at the 
end of a larger number of words which cannot be so explained. Some are 
pretty certainly not 1.-w.s, others, like s i n q s a :  'crystal, glass' prob. are. The 
list includes one, perhaps significant, pair. avlqga: 'old man', kur tga:  'old 
woman', and several names of animals and insects qekurge:, (PU) glnqlrga:, 
torcga: ,  kumursga: ,  karga: ,  karmgga:,  kaaga:, sariqga:, etc. 

-va:g/-wa:q in s a n d u w a : ~ ,  yala:va$ is the Iranian word (and Suff.) mif 
'voice'. 



l 
xlviii SUFFIXES 1 
-dl$ occurs in tardlq, savdrq, sagdlq. 1 
-la:y/-Itq in rkl:la:q, igliq, todl~q,  kar&la:$, sokarlaq, sondtla:q, three of I 

them names of birds, is prob., but not demonstrably, foreign. 1 
-8a:nl-ge:n (also Den. and Dev. Suffs.)l-ka:nl-ke:n occurs at the end of 

several names of animals: tavrgga:n (a very old word), tayga:n, slqga:n, 
sa&zga:n, s~kl rkan ,  etc., and of plants: qibrka:n, tuturka:n, kara:kan, l 
kovurgen, etc. 

-1a:n occurs at the end of the names of several animals arslam, bakla:n, I 

bula:n, bursla:n, kapla:n, kula:n, sirtla:n ('hyaena', first noted in the 
medieval period), yda:n, and one title qog1a:n. 

-va:r in qi&lva:r, ya1a:var is an Iranian Suff. meaning 'carrying'. 
-2 occurs at the end of three numerals: ottuz, tokkuz, sekkiz; several names 

of parts of the human or animal body: a&z, boguz, biiiiuz, tiz, kokiiz, 
kaz; and several names of animals and insects: uyaz, toguz, kunduz, etc., 
as well as miscellaneous words like y~l t rz  and yultuz. None of these are likely 
to be 1.-w.s. 




